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I Introduction: Scope of the Question

In late March 2016, just days before news broke of the massive “Panama Papers” document leak exposing widespread use of offshore shell companies for tax evasion and other financial crimes, (1) journalists reported on another leak of internal documents, this one concerning a little-known Monaco-based company called Unaoil. (2) Although the Unaoil leak itself was comparatively small in size, the illegal behaviour it allegedly unmasked was on a grand scale. According to the investigative report, Unaoil’s emails revealed that billions of dollars of government contracts around the world had been awarded as a result of bribes paid by Unaoil as an intermediary for major multinational corporations. The documents also apparently showed that some clients knew about and intended Unaoil’s bribery of officials, but that others thought they were contracting for legitimate consulting services. (3) Unaoil had in fact previously been declared clean in reports issued not only by a prominent international law firm and major accounting firms, but also by a noted anti-bribery compliance firm, TRACE International. (4) The episode illustrates the pervasiveness of the problem of corruption, as well as how hard it can be to vet intermediaries. (5)

At the same time, the past few decades have seen a worldwide trend of increased transparency, compliance efforts and good governance requirements, in recognition of the colossal social and economic costs of corruption. As Transparency International, which describes itself as a non-profit “Global Anti-Corruption Coalition”, explains, “Corruption impacts societies in a multitude of ways. In the worst cases, it costs lives. Short of this, it costs people their freedom, health or money. The cost of corruption can be divided into four main categories: political, economic, social and environmental.

On the political front, corruption is a major obstacle to democracy and the rule of law.... Economically, corruption depletes national wealth.... Environmental degradation is another consequence of corrupt systems.” (6)

It is now almost universally agreed that corruption is a grave international harm, and that international arbitration ought not to sanction it and cannot ignore it. However, as an arbitrator with limited powers and mandate, implementing these principles in the real world is challenging.

Allegations of corruption are sensitive, as they imply criminal wrongdoing by one or both parties. Difficult questions of sufficiency of evidence and standards of proof almost inevitably arise, as corrupt behaviour is often well hidden by its perpetrators. (7) Furthermore, the stakes are high, as a positive finding of corruption typically results in a dismissal of the claims. Whether the issue is treated as a matter of jurisdiction, admissibility, or merits – a somewhat unsettled and context-dependent question, although it is now widely agreed that corruption allegations are arbitrable – (8) the upshot will generally be the same and a finding of corruption outcome-determinative. (9) This is so even if the tribunal may temper the result, for instance by taking into account the benefit to the respondent of services rendered by the claimant when allocating costs (10) or, more rarely, allowing the claimant to collect out-of-pocket expenses but not profits. (11) Whether more-nuanced remedies should be developed to account for the reality of situations “where most, if not all, actors are tainted by corruption” (12) is an important question, but is outside the scope of this article.

When the arbitral tribunal suspects corruption, particularly difficult questions arise as to (a) whether it can or should raise the legal issue of corruption sua sponte, that is, on its own motion, where neither party has raised it, and (b) to what degree it can or should pursue factual investigations of corruption sua sponte. (13)

Although much has been written on the treatment of corruption in international arbitration, arbitral tribunals seem traditionally to have been hesitant to plunge into the murky waters of corruption on their own initiative. To date, there are very few cases in which tribunals have made a positive finding of corruption where a party has pleaded the issue, (14) and even fewer known instances of arbitral tribunals enquiring into corruption suspicions sua sponte. (15) There are in fact only two main published cases involving sua sponte initiatives concerning corruption, each illustrating one of the two types of inquiry: one case long ago in which the arbitral tribunal raised corruption as a legal issue on its own initiative, (16) and another one...
more recently in which the arbitral tribunal sought additional factual evidence on its own initiative to determine whether corruption had occurred. (17)

There are good reasons for such reluctance: in an adversarial system such as arbitration where it is normally incumbent on each party to prove its claims, a sua sponte investigation upsets the normal burden of persuasion between the parties. (18) The tribunal may also be concerned about exceeding its mandate, impinging on party autonomy, or offending due process guarantees such as impartiality and the right to be heard. (19) Moreover, additional fact-finding by the tribunal may be expensive and time-consuming, and may still not illuminate the existence (or lack) of corruption with clarity. (20)

Ultimately, however, none of these concerns should present an insurmountable obstacle. Although “the challenge to the tribunal in assessing when such independent investigation is appropriate and permissible is considerable”, (21) the exercise is a valuable one, and one which arbitrators should not shy away from.

This article addresses the tribunal’s duty and power to raise and investigate corruption sua sponte, either where no allegation has been made, or where one has been made in passing but pleaded and/or substantiated unsatisfactorily. It explores the reasons why and the circumstances in which arbitrators should be prepared to address corruption sua sponte, how arbitrators can pursue their inquiry in practice and how they should evaluate the resulting evidence. First, however the concept of “corruption” must be defined.

II Defining Corruption

A threshold question is, of course, what constitutes corruption. While there is a large degree of consensus on the broad definition of “corruption”, there is no universal agreement as to those acts which cross the line into illegality.

1 International Consensus and Local Variations

Transparency International defines corruption broadly as “the abuse of entrusted power for private gain”. It distinguishes three types of corruption: “grand, petty and political, depending on the amounts of money lost and the sector where it occurs”, which it describes as follows:

“Grand corruption consists of acts committed at a high level of government that distort policies or the central functioning of the state, enabling leaders to benefit at the expense of the public good.

Petty corruption refers to everyday abuse of entrusted power by low- and mid-level public officials in their interactions with ordinary citizens, who often are trying to access basic goods or services in places like hospitals, schools, police departments and other agencies.

Political corruption is a manipulation of policies, institutions and rules of procedure in the allocation of resources and financing by political decision makers, who abuse their position to sustain their power, status and wealth.” (22)

The unanimity on corruption being an international harm is evidenced by the widespread adoption of international conventions against corruption. (23) The OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions of 1997 (OECD Convention) marked a major development in this regard; it entered into force in 1999 and now counts forty-one states parties (all thirty-four OECD members and seven non-members). (24) Regional agreements have also abounded. Shortly before the OECD Convention was signed, the Organization of American States adopted the Inter-American Convention Against Corruption, (25) while the European Union adopted the Convention Against Corruption Involving Officials to target intra-EU corruption, as well as the Civil Law and Criminal Law Conventions on Corruption. (26) The African Union Convention on Preventing and Combating Corruption was signed in 2003 and entered into force in 2006; forty-eight of the fifty-four members of the African Union have now signed the convention, and thirty-seven have ratified it. (27) Most significantly in terms of scope and scale of participation, the United Nations Convention Against Corruption of 2004 (UNCAC), which was adopted in 2003 and entered into force in 2005, currently counts 178 states parties – more than 90 percent of the UN members. (28)

The UNCAC, essentially reprising the language of the OECD Convention, defines public bribery as:

“The promise, offering or giving, to a public official, directly or indirectly, of an undue advantage, for the official himself or herself or another person or entity, in order that the official act or refrain from acting in the exercise of his or her official duties.” (29)

However, there remains some diversity in definitions of corruption across jurisdictions, including with respect to the distinction between the bribery of public officials and private sector bribery. Hence, under the UNCAC, countries must criminalize the former but need only “consider” criminalizing the latter. (30)

Some difficulty, including for arbitrators, also derives from the fact that certain practices may not be unlawful or contrary to public policy under a particular applicable law or local customs and “codes of conduct”.
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The first example is that of facilitating or “grease” payments, made to accelerate the carrying out of routine government acts to which the person making the facilitating payment is legally entitled – that is, to speed up a non-discretionary process, rather than to influence a discretionary process. Facilitating payments constitute illegal bribery under many laws, including the UK Bribery Act, (31) but other laws, most prominently the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), make exceptions for such payments, (32) which is a choice that countries are permitted to make under the OECD Convention. (33)

A second, and potentially more problematic, example is that of gifts. Depending on the circumstances, including value, frequency and timing, a contribution might be considered to be part of a common, lawful practice in the country where it is made, but not necessarily by third parties, including arbitrators. Art. 5 of the ICC Rules on Combating Corruption provides a list of the criteria to be taken into account when determining at what point the offer of a gift becomes an unlawful practice, (34) but applying them is not easy for businesses and may be problematic for arbitrators.

An even more delicate issue is “influence peddling”, also known as “trading in influence”, whereby third parties, in exchange for money or other advantage, agree to use their influence with a public official in order to achieve a favourable business outcome for the principal. While it is related to bribery, the difference is that no compensation passes directly to the public decision-maker. The UNCAC does not require the criminalization of influence peddling, but provides that states parties “shall consider” criminalizing the offer or receipt of compensation made with the purpose of inducing someone to “abuse his or her real or supposed influence”. (35) Influence peddling is explicitly prohibited for instance in France, (36) while other countries allow more latitude in what is considered legitimate lobbying as long as money or other undue advantage does not pass to a public official. (37) Influence peddling may represent something of a grey area. As the late Professor Pierre Lalive put it, “the delicate problem remains to determine precisely where the line should be drawn between legal and illegal contracts, between illegal bribery and legal ‘commissions’.” (38)

Finally, some national laws go even further by banning the use of intermediaries in public procurement in particular sectors or entirely, as a preventative measure in light of the high risk of corruption. (39) Depending on the applicable law, therefore, contracts with intermediaries that provide for assistance in securing public contracts may be unlawful even in the absence of any offer or acceptance of an undue pecuniary advantage to or by public officials.

Beyond the above uncertainties, however, there is overwhelming agreement that bribery of public officials, whether direct or indirect, violates most domestic laws and transnational public policy.

2 Applicable Law and International Public Policy

The starting point for the arbitral tribunal in assessing the validity of claims in light of anti-corruption norms is to consider what qualifies as corruption under the law applicable to the merits of the case. (40) The tribunal may also consider transnational principles of public policy. The condemnation of corruption is indeed now widely accepted to be a matter of “truly international” or “transnational” public policy: (41) that is, part of the “global consensus on fundamental economic, legal, moral, political, and social values”. (42) As the tribunal in World Duty Free v. Kenya famously stated, “in light of domestic laws and international conventions relating to corruption, and in light of the decisions taken in this matter by courts and arbitral tribunals, this Tribunal is convinced that bribery is contrary to the international public policy of most, if not all, States or, to use another formula, to transnational public policy.” (43)

Even before the OECD Convention and the UNCAC codified anti-corruption norms, arbitrators often did not base corruption-related decisions exclusively on domestic laws, but also relied on transnational principles of public policy. (44) Nowadays, given the nearly universal adoption of the UNCAC, arbitrators can safely be guided by transnational anti-corruption principles, in particular as set out in the UNCAC.

If the applicable law were to conflict with transnational public policy, the tribunal should favour transnational norms. (45) At the same time, given that the law applicable to the merits may prohibit a broader range of behaviours than what is condemned under transnational public policy – for instance, with regard to gifts or influence peddling – it remains essential to look to the specific provisions of the applicable law.

The tribunal may also consider the mandatory laws of the place of performance, as the law most closely connected to the contract, and the law of the arbitral seat (in order to protect the award from being set aside). (46) A common conflict-of-laws rule in a number of jurisdictions is that foreign mandatory law (i.e., not that of the chosen law) shall apply only if it has a close connection to the contract and can be said to form part of what truly constitutes international public policy, as opposed to a lesser level of mandatory provisions considered to fall only under “domestic” public policy. (47) Numerous tribunals have adopted this approach. (48)

A classic example of the distinction between domestic and transnational public policy is the...
prohibition of intermediary contracts in public procurement, which a number of arbitral
tribunals, as well as the Swiss Federal Supreme Court, have held to be merely domestic public
policy, such that it cannot override the parties' choice of another law that does not prohibit
such contracts. (49)

Finally, the tribunal could consider the law of the place where corruption took place or had its
effects, in the event that this is different from the place of performance of the contract or
investment. However, while the local law where corruption took place may well be pertinent to
criminal liability, it should not affect the validity of the contract or investment in the absence
of a close connection such as being also the law of the place of performance.

III Why investigate? Duty and power to enquire into corruption sua sponte

It is uncontroversial that the tribunal may, and indeed should, examine allegations of
corruption when raised by a party. (50) The more difficult question is to what extent the
tribunal can and should investigate suspicions of corruption where (1) neither party has raised
the matter but evidence comes to light that leads the tribunal to strongly suspect that
corruption occurred; or (2) a party has pleaded, or simply insinuated corruption, but made
little effort to substantiate its allegations.

With regard to the first scenario, it might seem surprising that a respondent would relinquish
the "easy out" of a corruption defence where available, but such reluctance can be explained
by concerns about criminal liability and/or reputational damage. This is particularly the case
when private parties are concerned. Criminal liability should be of less concern to sovereign
parties, as specific individuals rather than the state would be affected, (51) and specific
individuals – often from a previous government – could be blamed. (52) How often private
parties pass on a corruption defence in order to avoid any admission that they have engaged
in illegal practices is, of course, hard to know. Some parties may even seek out arbitration
through respected arbitral institutions to give a veneer of legitimacy to corrupt dealings. (53)

The second scenario, where a party raises but unsatisfactorily pleads corruption, is probably
more common. (54) This covers both good faith allegations that suffer from a lack of available
evidence and bad faith allegations or insinuations made simply to "taint" the other side's case
and the tribunal's mind. (55) In such cases, the tribunal has to decide whether simply to
rule that the party has failed to make its corruption case, or to press for more information.

In either scenario, the tribunal may find itself faced with the awkward choice between (a)
accepting the case as presented by the parties and possibly either inadvertently condoning
illegal behaviour or, conversely, letting unsubstantiated allegations improperly colour the
deliberations, or (b) investigating and thus expanding its enquiry beyond the case as defined
by the parties' submissions.

1 Why Arbitrators Should Be Prepared to Investigate Corruption Sua Sponte

On the one hand, where a party has failed to do the work of pleading and supporting an
argument that it would benefit from, one can question why the tribunal should proceed and do
that party's work. (56) On the other hand, corruption entails public interests beyond those of
the parties, setting corruption apart from standard legal arguments which a party may fail to
raise or prove.

From a moral and political perspective, it has been submitted that arbitrators have a "public
responsibility to the administration of justice", which goes hand in hand with the autonomy
accorded to them by national courts; that states and companies alike today are making efforts
to eliminate corruption, and arbitrators can and should best support those efforts by being
proactive; and that, since ineffective judiciaries are a root cause of the tenacity of corruption,
the interests of the international arbitration community itself are served by actively assisting
in anti-corruption efforts, rather than being seen as weak and complicit in corruption. (57)

These macro-level arguments are convincing, but there are also more immediate concerns at a
case-specific level that weigh in favour of "sua sponte" corruption enquiries.

First, the arbitral tribunal has a duty to render an enforceable award, meaning one that does
not violate public policy (as corruption does). (58) While case law suggests that, realistically,
a reviewing court is unlikely to overturn an award because the tribunal has failed to investigate
or find corruption, (59) the enforceability of the award remains a fundamental guiding
principle for arbitrators.

Perhaps most pressingly for arbitrators, a major ethical and legal concern in not addressing
strong suspicions of corruption is that the tribunal risks making itself complicit in the parties' wrongdoing. (60) The fact that the parties may insist on the legality of the contract does not
resolve this issue. (61) Indeed, if both parties resist the tribunal's enquiries, there is arguably
all the more reason to pursue the enquiry, as it may suggest the parties' collusion in hiding
corruption. (62) In some cases, such as where the parties request the tribunal's approval of a
suspicious award by consent, the tribunal may have no choice but to resign in order to avoid
becoming an accessory to the parties' sham proceedings. (63) In most cases, however,
withdrawing is not a desirable response; the tribunal would do better to investigate corruption
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to the best of its abilities and to issue an award on that basis. (64)

Whether arbitrators have an accompanying duty to report suspicions of corruption to national authorities is somewhat controversial. Some consider that such an obligation “would be totally incompatible with the private nature of their mission and the trust the parties have in them”, (65) while the opposing view is that arbitrators have duties to the international community beyond their responsibilities to the parties. (66) But, as a commentator sensibly puts it, “if there is a duty, it must come from statute, regulation or similar and not from the views of the arbitration community.” (67) As things stand, there is no evident duty to report corruption that can be gleaned from institutional rules, published arbitral awards, national laws or jurisprudence. (68) Subject to the applicable laws of the seat, arbitrators should therefore not feel obliged to report suspicions of corruption.

Additionally, further investigation by the tribunal may be necessary to confirm or dispel an uncertain yet damaging accusation of corruption, which might otherwise continue to hang in the air and improperly affect the tribunal’s decision-making process. (69)

Ultimately, the moral and public policy arguments for sua sponte corruption inquiries are entirely consistent with – and perhaps even a necessary corollary of – the arbitral tribunal’s basic mandate to evaluate the parties’ claims under the applicable law, which includes public policy provisions. (70) As discussed below, arbitrators have the power to make such enquiries, even if there are limits to such powers.

2 The Arbitrators’ Powers to Investigate Corruption Sua Sponte

Investigating corruption sua sponte may require the tribunal either to raise corruption as a legal issue or to seek additional factual evidence, or both. These two powers – raising an issue of law and investigating facts – are separate but related. The tribunal derives such powers from either the parties’ agreement, the arbitration law, or the arbitration rules; in practice, however, the parties are unlikely to make an express provision for arbitrator initiatives, therefore it is the laws and rules that provide the true basis for such capacity. (71)

a Power to raise issues of law

The arbitral tribunal’s ability to raise issues of law sua sponte is not directly addressed in most arbitration laws and rules. (72) The English Arbitration Act 1996 is something of an exception, leaving it to the tribunal – “subject to the right of the parties to agree any matter” – “to decide all procedural and evidential matters”, including “whether and to what extent the tribunal should itself take the initiative in ascertaining the facts and the law”. (73) The Mauritius International Arbitration Act 2008 has adopted this approach. (74) The Dutch Code of Civil Procedure and the Danish Arbitration Act also have unusual provisions specifically permitting the arbitrator to use local courts to request information on a foreign law or a judicial opinion on European Union law, respectively; (75) however, the focus of these provisions appears to be on clarifying the content of the law rather than raising a new issue of law not addressed by the parties, although admittedly the difference is a subtle one.

Most leading arbitration rules, such as the ICC Arbitration Rules, the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules and the Swiss Rules of International Arbitration, are silent on the matter. Notably, however, the London Court of International Arbitration (LCIA) Arbitration Rules follow the English Arbitration Act 1996 in providing explicitly that the tribunal may conduct enquiries on issues of law after giving the parties a reasonable opportunity to respond:

“The Arbitral Tribunal shall have the power ... to conduct such enquiries as may appear to the Arbitral Tribunal to be necessary or expedient, including whether and to what extent the Arbitral Tribunal should itself take the initiative in identifying relevant issues and ascertaining relevant facts and the law(s) or rules of law applicable to the Arbitration Agreement, the arbitration and the merits of the parties’ dispute.” (76)

One potential basis for the power to raise issues of law sua sponte is the civil law principle iura novit curia, “the court knows the law”, meaning that the court may apply the law independently of how the parties have pleaded it (subject, of course, to due process requirements). (77) Common law jurisdictions do not strictly recognize the principle iura novit curia, but under US federal law, the court is expressly authorized to raise and determine issues of foreign law not raised by the parties (although “in general, the court should give the parties an opportunity to analyze and counter new points upon which it proposes to rely”). (78) However, there is substantial debate as to what extent iura novit curia and other state-court principles apply in international arbitration. (79) It has also been suggested that the broad grants of procedural authority in some arbitration laws and rules can be read as implicitly authorizing the tribunal to investigate issues of law. (80)

Despite the dearth of explicit legislative or institutional authorizations, it is generally uncontroversial that an international arbitral tribunal is entitled to raise issues of law on its own initiative in relation to public policy and the legality of the contract. Considering the tribunal’s duty to issue an enforceable award, and that an arbitral award may be set aside or refused enforcement if it violates public policy, (81) the tribunal certainly has a responsibility to consider applicable mandatory norms. (82) This is subject only to the due process requirement that the tribunal must inform the parties of any additional issues of law it intends to address and give them a chance to respond, as further discussed below. (83)
This was essentially the conclusion of the International Law Association (ILA), which, while in general discouraging arbitrators from introducing legal issues not raised by the parties, recognized an exception with regard to overriding mandatory laws:

"In disputes implicating rules of public policy or other rules from which the parties may not derogate, arbitrators may be justified in taking measures appropriate to determine the applicability and contents of such rules, including by making independent research, raising with the parties new issues (whether legal or factual), and giving appropriate instructions or ordering appropriate measures insofar as they consider this necessary to abide by those rules or to protect against challenges to the award." (84)

The treatment of corruption falls squarely within this approach.

b Power to seek additional evidence

Whereas the basis for the tribunal’s ability to raise the legal issue of corruption suo sponte is a little nebulous, the tribunal’s authority to investigate facts appears more clearly referred to in arbitration laws and rules.

The laws of several prominent international arbitration jurisdictions provide either explicitly or implicitly that the tribunal may seek evidence on its own initiative. (88) For instance, Swiss law provides that “[t]he arbitral tribunal shall itself conduct the taking of evidence”, which is understood to mean that the tribunal may seek evidence ex officio. (89) The US Federal Arbitration Act (FAA) provides that arbitrators “may summon in writing any person to attend before them or any of them as a witness and in a proper case to bring with him or them any book, record, document, or paper which may be deemed material as evidence in the case”. (90) French law provides that “the arbitral tribunal shall take all necessary steps concerning evidentiary and procedural matters”, “may call upon any person to provide testimony”, and “may enjoin” a party to produce any item of evidence in its possession. (91) Brazilian, Chinese, German, Japanese arbitration laws also all provide for the arbitral tribunal’s power to collect evidence on its own initiative. (92)

Other arbitration laws allow the tribunal the same power to gather evidence, but specifically require that the arbitral tribunal submit any additional facts to the parties for comment. This is the case under the Korean arbitration law, which adopts the approach of the UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration (UNCITRAL Model Law). (93) While it does not explicitly address suo sponte investigations, the UNCITRAL Model Law does provide that “[a]ll statements, documents or other information supplied to the arbitral tribunal by one party shall be communicated to the other party” and that “any expert report or evidentiary document on which the arbitral tribunal may rely in making its decision shall be communicated to the parties”. (94) The implication is that the tribunal may seek evidence in addition to that submitted by the parties, subject to the requirement of communication. (95) As discussed below, this is in any event the best practice to follow in order to ensure due process.

Other jurisdictions make the arbitrators’ power to investigate factual issues specifically subject to the parties’ contrary agreement. For instance, as discussed in Sect. III.2.a above, in the United Kingdom, as well as in Mauritius, the arbitration law by default grants the arbitral tribunal ex officio investigative powers, subject to the parties’ agreement to the contrary. (96) Similarly, the Hong Kong Arbitration Ordinance, provides that “[u]nless otherwise agreed by the parties, an arbitral tribunal may, when conducting arbitral proceedings, decide whether and to what extent it should itself take the initiative in ascertaining the facts and the law relevant to those arbitral proceedings”. (97)

By contrast, in the Netherlands, the Supreme Court has held that the tribunal’s power to investigate facts suo sponte is contingent upon the parties’ prior express agreement. (98) Arbitrators sitting in the Netherlands would thus be well advised to seek the parties’ authorization at the outset, in an early procedural order. Again as a matter of best practice, tribunals at other seats might wish to do the same so as to head off any future objections on due process grounds.

Under most arbitration rules, the arbitral tribunal is empowered to conduct factual investigations of its own accord, again provided that the principles of due process are
respected by communicating new evidence with the parties. Among others, the ICC Arbitration Rules give the tribunal broad powers “to establish the facts ... by all appropriate means” and to “summon any party to provide additional evidence”. The UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules also provide that “the arbitral tribunal may require the parties to produce documents, exhibits or other evidence”. The ICSID Convention similarly provides that unless the parties agree otherwise, the tribunal may “call upon the parties to produce documents or other evidence”, as well as “visit the scene connected with the dispute, and conduct such enquiries there as it may deem appropriate”. This position is also adopted by the 2010 IBA Rules on the Taking of Evidence in International Commercial Arbitration (IBA Rules), which are intended to represent international best practices. Art. 3(10) permits the tribunal to “(i) request any Party to produce Documents, (ii) request any Party to use its best efforts to take or (iii) itself take, any step that it considers appropriate to obtain Documents from any person or organisation”, while Art. 4(10) permits the tribunal to request testimony from any witnesses of fact. Finally, Art. 6(1) allows the tribunal, after consultation with the parties, to appoint independent experts. It should be noted, however, that legal cultures vary substantially with regard to how active the adjudicator in state court proceedings is expected to be in seeking additional evidence, and may thus have an impact on an arbitrator’s perceived power to be more or less inquisitorial. At one end of the spectrum, German courts have primary responsibility for seeking factual evidence, while at the other end of the spectrum, in England it is the parties who are typically and historically responsible for presenting the facts. Arbitrators from different legal traditions are thus likely to have internalized different notions of how proactive they ought to be. This is no different when it comes to investigating the facts sua sponte in the presence of suspicion of corruption, whether alluded to or not by the parties. In other words, the illegality of contracts obtained through or for corruption will usually be uncontroversial, but the approach and inclination towards sua sponte investigation may differ. This will also be true when it comes to the standard of proof, as discussed further below. (107)

3 The Limits – Real and Perceived – to the Arbitrators’ Powers to Raise and Investigate Corruption Sua Sponte

Despite the apparent leeway in factual and legal enquiry afforded to arbitral tribunals, arbitrators rarely seem to use their investigatory powers to explore matters of corruption. There are legitimate reasons to be concerned about the implications of taking investigative initiatives in particular in this area, including the risk that the award may be set aside or refused enforcement, or that the arbitrators themselves may be challenged, on the basis that they acted ultra petita, failed to respect the parties’ right to be heard, or demonstrated partiality by assisting one party. Ultimately, however, none of these concerns per se should stop the tribunal from enquiring into corruption, as long as it follows fundamental principles of due process.

a Exceeding the arbitrators’ mandate

One frequently stated concern is that, in addressing the possible existence of corruption although the parties have not raised the issue, the tribunal risks exceeding its mandate and violating the basic rule that the adjudicator may not award more than has been sought (the ne ultra petita principle). An award may indeed be set aside and denied enforcement if it contains decisions on matters that have not been submitted by the parties. On the other hand, the tribunal has a duty to make best efforts to render an enforceable award, and an award that disregards corruption may be open to challenge or unenforceable for violating international public policy. In this regard, it has been said that a sua sponte corruption enquiry presents a “confrontation between fundamental principles in arbitration”. This is perhaps the most commonly voiced issue, but arguably the least worrisome. A sua sponte corruption enquiry and decision present no real risk of resulting in an ultra petita award, as long as the corruption issue is relevant to the claims and defenses submitted by the parties. For instance, where the parties have asked the tribunal to rule on rights arising out of a certain agency contract, whether or not that contract is in fact an illegal contract for bribery is not merely relevant to the parties’ claims, it is determinative of them. Similarly, if a bilateral investment treaty requires – as many do – that a qualifying investment be made in accordance with the laws of the host state, the fact that a given investment was procured through corruption in violation of the host state’s laws may be determinative of arbitral jurisdiction.

In either case, the tribunal is investigating corruption not for the sake of punishing it as a wrongful conduct, but for purposes of determining the validity of the claims. In so doing, it simply ensures to the best of its ability that the arbitral process does not sanction corrupt acts. The important caveat is that the arbitral tribunal’s mandate is indeed limited to the disputes properly before it under the terms of the arbitration agreement, such that the corruption allegation must be determinative of the legal claims at issue. When it comes to raising corruption as an issue of law, “determinative of the legal claims” should be understood to mean determinative regardless of the parties’ actions in the legal proceedings. This principle is perhaps best illustrated by the distinction between void and voidable contracts. Under most legal systems, contracts for an illegal purpose, such as
corruption, are void ab initio as a matter of public policy, while contracts obtained by corruption are only voidable – that is, they are not automatically void, but may be avoided by the innocent party. The impact of this dichotomy was made clear in the English Commercial Court’s decision upholding an arbitral award, in which the English Commercial Court reaffirmed that English public policy requires courts to refuse to enforce illegal contracts, “such as a contract to pay a bribe”, but that “[t]here is no English public policy requiring a court to refuse to enforce a contract procured by bribery”. The court went on to explain that “[i]t is not that the contract is unenforceable by reason of public policy, but that the public policy impact would not relate to the contract but to the conduct of one party or the other”. If a contract is void ab initio, by operation of law, under an applicable mandatory provision, then the arbitral tribunal can and should raise the issue. That was the case in Eco-Swiss v. Benetton with respect to EU competition law. This situation is also exemplified by the Lagergren Case, the seminal case on corruption in arbitration, which concerned a sua sponte finding that the contract was void as a contract for corruption. In that case, the parties agreed in a compromis to arbitrate claims arising out of a consulting agreement for assistance in obtaining contracts from the Perón’s government. Although the parties did not raise the issue of corruption, it became clear to Judge Gunnar Lagergren from witness testimony that a substantial portion of the consulting commissions were in fact intended as bribes for political appointees in Perón’s government. Holding that such a contract violated international morals and therefore could not be adjudicated in any forum, whether arbitral or state, Judge Lagergren declined jurisdiction. Again, as mentioned in Sect. III.1 above, even if both parties maintain that the contract is enforceable (as, indeed, was the case in the Lagergren Case), the parties’ position is not determinative of the contract’s enforceability. By contrast, if under the applicable mandatory law and public policy, a contract is only voidable – that is, the contract is valid unless the innocent party actively chooses to avoid it – it is debatable whether the arbitral tribunal should raise the issue. Interestingly, in World Duty Free v. Kenya, a contractual dispute and a case in which the claimant admitted that it had obtained its contract through the most blatant of bribery, the tribunal dismissed the claims on the basis that Kenya had validly avoided the contract by its counter-memorial in the arbitration. If, rather than leaping on the corruption defence, Kenya had remained idle when the claimant made its admission of bribery, it is questionable whether the tribunal would have been justified in raising the corruption defence. In other words, if evidence before the Tribunal strongly suggests that a party procured a contract through corruption, but the other party has not seized the opportunity to avoid the contract, for instance for fear of possible criminal liability (somewhat unlikely in the context of a state contract and a state respondent, but not impossible), a tribunal raising the issue further may be found, in some jurisdictions, to have exceeded its mandate and/or violated its obligation of impartiality. The tribunal is on much firmer ground in addressing corruption sua sponte when the invalidity of the contract is effected automatically, by operation of law. Most cases of corruption involve intermediaries, often entailing intermediary contracts for corruption which are void ab initio. However, there are also cases where the principal, at the time of entering into the contract, believed that it was entering into a legitimate consulting contract, and the agent committed corruption without the principal’s knowledge or approval. In such cases, the intermediary contract should not be void ab initio, as the intended purpose of the contract was not corruption, but the principal might still be able to avoid the contract, particularly if the contract included a legality clause requiring the agent to follow anti-corruption norms (as is recommended and appears to be increasingly prevalent). More generally, the distinction between void and voidable contracts is more likely to pose a problem in commercial arbitrations than in investment-treaty arbitrations. In the investment-treaty context (which World Duty Free was not), legality clauses requiring the investment to be made in accordance with local laws may create an obstacle to jurisdiction regardless of whether the contract or investment is void ab initio or whether the respondent state attempts to avoid the contract. In Metal-Tech v. Uzbekistan, for instance, violation of such a provision led to dismissal of the claims. Although in that case Uzbekistan had already raised a corruption defence, in such situations where the parties admitted that it had obtained its contract through bribery, the fact that the parties have not raised the issue of corruption should not be seen as a waiver. While normally jurisdictional objections must be pleaded or be forgiven, public policy objections must be considered an exception to this rule. In other words, the importance of such public policy issues dictates that tribunals should not be deterred from raising the issue of corruption as a jurisdictional matter where the parties have failed to do so.

b Due process concerns: Right to equal treatment and right to be heard

Another concern often raised is that by enquiring into corruption on its own initiative, the arbitral tribunal risks contravening two fundamental principles of due process: the parties’ right to equal treatment, as the enquiry could be perceived as unduly helping one party; and the parties’ right to be heard, as basing a decision on an issue or fact not raised by the parties could violate a party’s right to fully present its case. It is evident that a finding of corruption will benefit one party (typically the respondent) at the expense of the other, and this can be seen as endangering due process and thus the award. The situation is admittedly sensitive, and when making sua sponte enquiries, as Gary Born explains, the tribunal should “act with great delicacy” and “should request evidence only...
where it is material to deciding the disputes pending before it, and then only where it appears that the parties have not provided sufficient information to permit a satisfactory decision. Particularly where the corruption suspicions apply to only one of the parties, the tribunal must take extra care to remain even-handed.

However, the fact that the corruption issue will be favourable to one party should not be equated to the tribunal’s favouring that party. As the tribunal observed in the leading case of Metal-Tech v. Uzbekistan,

“[t]he idea … is not to punish one party at the cost of the other, but rather to ensure the promotion of the rule of law, which entails that a court or tribunal cannot grant assistance to a party that has engaged in a corrupt act.”

If arbitrators can give a reasoned justification for the initiative and can affirm that they would have acted the same way regardless of the party affected, accusations of partiality should not pose a threat. There is at least one known example, in a case heard under the arbitration rules of the Vienna International Arbitral Centre (VIAC), of a party challenge to an arbitrator for raising issues of corruption and money laundering ex officio. The Secretariat of VIAC rejected the challenge because it found that the tribunal’s suspicions were reasonable and its procedural orders “carefully drafted and well reasoned”.

Similarly with regard to the parties’ right to be heard, addressing corruption sua sponte should not threaten the award as long as the tribunal gives each party an equal and reasonable opportunity to present its response to any suspicion or conclusion of corruption. Different jurisdictions have varying standards for finding a violation of the right to be heard. For instance, France requires any new legal basis to be brought to the parties’ attention, while Switzerland has quite a stringent threshold of “unpredictability”, such that the tribunal need not alert the parties only to new legal arguments that the parties could not have reasonably anticipated to be relevant. Regardless of national divergences on the right to be heard, it is prudent to give the parties an opportunity to comment on any new issue of fact or law on which the tribunal intends to base its decision, even if such may, practically, be difficult when new issues arise during the deliberations. Scrupulous communication with the parties regarding any sua sponte initiatives should be considered a matter of best practice.

It may also be wise for the tribunal to clarify under what conditions it may take sua sponte initiatives on issues of fact and law at the outset of the proceedings, perhaps in an early procedural order – before any such issue actually arises with respect to a particular party.

Additionally, where the tribunal is composed of three arbitrators, it is advisable for sua sponte enquiries to be communicated to the parties by the president of the tribunal rather than a party-appointed arbitrator, who may be viewed with some distrust by the non-appointing party.

However, ultimately, issues of due process can be dealt with fairly easily, and arbitral tribunals should not hide behind these concerns in order to avoid raising sticky questions of corruption.

c The arbitrators’ lack of police powers

A third common criticism or concern is that arbitral tribunals are simply not equipped to investigate and thus to rule on corruption allegations. Moreover, additional investigation may be costly in terms of time and money, and still may not lead to certainty.

Granted, if the issue is framed in terms of stamping out corruption, then indeed an arbitral tribunal is poorly placed to combat corruption: the tribunal does lack police powers which would aid it in gathering evidence and, most importantly, allow it to impose criminal sanctions upon a finding of corruption. The arbitral tribunal’s task is, however, a humbler one: simply to determine the validity of civil claims under a particular contract or treaty in light of applicable laws and norms, including public policy.

As for the arbitral tribunal’s limited power to compel evidence, it is not normally viewed as a bar to the fair determination of claims in arbitration. Even if corruption is typically hidden by the parties, as Gary Born points out, “there is little reason why a tribunal would not be able to unearth the truth relating to bribery allegations any less ably than it does with other allegations that parties vigorously contest.” Moreover, as discussed in greater detail below, arbitrators do have a wide range of means to aid in gathering evidence.

Arbitrators may of course worry that findings of corruption in that context can have a drastic impact on the individuals implicated, where not only the evidentiary means available to the tribunal but also the standard of proof differ from those of a criminal court or public prosecutor. In states where the rule of law is not fully respected, a corruption finding by an arbitrator may even be given outsized importance in order to target an individual in criminal proceedings in the home state, perhaps using that person as a political scapegoat. This is undeniably a factor that arbitrators ought to take into consideration and perhaps find ways to work around, but it should not stop them from initiating enquiries into corruption altogether. Equally, arbitrators should not be too quick to search for corruption, an issue to which we now turn.

IV When to investigate? Situations that should trigger sua sponte
corruption enquiries

It has been said that arbitrators “should not turn themselves into investigators, policemen or prosecutors”. (145) This holds true where there is “no evidence” of corruption, but not where there are indicia of illegality. (146) Another key – and difficult – question, therefore, is what facts should suffice to turn an arbitrator into an investigator.

1 Strong Suspicion Triggered by “Red Flags”

Typical situations which may raise suspicions of corruption in international arbitration are:

(1) A commercial dispute between an agent and principal for payment of commissions, where the agency contract is suspected of actually being a contract to obtain a contract through bribes.

(2) A commercial dispute between a foreign contractor and a state entity, where the contract under which claims are brought is suspected of having been obtained through corruption.

(3) An investment-treaty dispute between a foreign investor and a host state, where the investment at issue is suspected of having been made or obtained through corruption.

(4) An investment-treaty dispute between a foreign investor and a host state, where the investor alleges illegal treatment as a result of refusing to pay bribes. (147)

In practice, an arbitral tribunal will not often find itself in a straightforward situation like the one in World Duty Free v. Kenya, where the head of the foreign investor freely admitted paying US$ 2 million as a “personal donation” to the Kenyan president, complete with a handover of a suitcase full of cash. (148) According to the OECD’s study of 427 foreign-bribery enforcement proceedings in 17 countries, three quarters of such proceedings involved intermediaries. (149) Indeed, most of the known arbitrations dealing with suspicions of corruption involved intermediary contracts, (150) and that would seem to be the most likely context in which arbitrators will be faced with the decision of whether to investigate corruption.

Over the past few decades of anti-corruption enforcement and compliance efforts, various authorities and organizations have established lists of “red flags” for identifying suspicious relationships that may disguise bribery. (151) Although the wording varies, the substance is largely coextensive. A useful list is that found in the ICC Guidelines on Agents, Intermediaries, and Third Parties, which identifies the common red flags as follows:

“– The operation takes place in a country known for corrupt payments (e.g., the country received a low score on Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index).
– The Third party [i.e. the agent or intermediary] is suggested by a public official, particularly one with discretionary authority over the business at issue; ...
– The Third party has a close personal or family relationship, or business relationship, with a public official or relative of an official; ...
– Due diligence reveals that the Third party [operates through] or is a shell company or has some other non-transparent corporate structure ...;
– The only qualification the Third party brings to the venture is influence over public officials, or the Third party claims that [s/]he can help secure a contract because [s/]he knows the right people;
– The need for the Third party arises just before or after a contract is to be awarded; ...
– The Third party’s commission or fee seems disproportionate in relation to the services to be rendered;
– The Third party requires payment of a commission, or a significant portion thereof, before or immediately upon the award of a contract;
– The Third party requests unusual contract terms or payment arrangements that raise local law issues....” (152)

In a similar vein, the tribunal in ICC Case No. 8891 identified four indicia of illegality:

(i) the agent is unable to provide proof of its activities;
(ii) the duration of the agent’s activities (considering that a very quick yet successful result may indicate a lack of real work that can only be explained by bribery);
(iii) whether the agent was to be paid a commission as a percentage of the value of the contract awarded (considering that percentage-based remuneration is unusual); and above all
(iv) the amount of the commission (considering that 1 per cent or 2 per cent, and not more, should be the norm). (153)

These indicia have been addressed and followed by subsequent tribunals. (154)
All of these red flags, however, should be approached with some caution. In particular, it is debatable whether remuneration based on a percentage of the value of the project can be considered suspect (there are vast sectors of the world economy in which a remuneration system is used, in particular if the added value of the work provided cannot be reflected solely in an hourly or daily fee).

More generally, indicia that at first sight appear nefarious may in fact, in context, be benign, and vice versa:

“Vague contractual terms, especially with regard to the agent’s obligations can, indeed, hide parties’ illegal intentions. Inversely, very detailed contractual terms do not necessarily reflect the parties’ true intentions. First, the contract may be simulated. Second, inexperienced draftsmen, inappropriate contract forms, and the parties’ intention to circumvent provisions of a local law prohibiting the use of agents are all examples of more or less ‘legitimate’ factors that may influence the terms of the contract, without necessarily indicating an intention to bribe local officials.”

“Red flags” should not, on their own, suffice to support a finding of corruption without first seeking explanations from the parties, but they can serve to trigger an evidentiary enquiry by the tribunal. There can be no bright-line number of how many red flags should be present in order to trigger an enquiry, but certainly the more are present, the greater the scrutiny merited.

As appears from the list above, red flags generally address the former case, i.e. that of illegitimate third-party contracts. Contracts obtained by corruption can be even harder to identify than contracts for corruption. Other than general red flags regarding the frequency of corruption in a given sector or country, which alone would not be enough to trigger an investigation by the tribunal, there may be little to signal that the contract is tainted. For that reason, if the underlying corruption is not raised by a party, it is fairly unlikely to emerge on its own to a degree sufficient to trigger a sua sponte enquiry. Moreover, as noted above, if the parties have not raised the issue of corruption in any way, it may be questionable whether an enquiry could be said to be truly relevant to the determination of the claims before the tribunal, since in many jurisdictions contracts obtained by corruption are not void ab initio but are only voidable, meaning that the invalidity must be invoked by a party.

This is not to say that red flags can never be used with regard to contracts obtained through corruption. In fact, a contract obtained through corruption often involves an initial contract for corruption. Sua sponte enquiries may be prompted in relation to contracts obtained through corruption, where the illegality of the tainted contract poses a jurisdictional barrier and evidence concerning an intermediary contract used to obtain the primary contract raises sufficient red flags.

The chief example of ex officio investigation based on red flags indeed concerns a contract obtained through corruption. In Metal-Tech v. Uzbekistan, Uzbekistan had argued from the beginning that the tribunal lacked jurisdiction because, inter alia, the claimant’s investment had been made and operated in contravention of Uzbek laws, but the arbitral tribunal’s suspicions were ultimately piqued by the testimony of the claimant’s own witness at the hearing regarding payments under certain consulting contracts, which were facts that had not been raised by Uzbekistan. The tribunal decided to request further document disclosure and witness evidence concerning the nature of the payments, the services provided, and the qualifications of the alleged consultants. These sua sponte evidence requests are emblematic of the hands-on approach employed by the tribunal throughout the proceedings: for instance, already prior to the hearing (after which the tribunal launched its further enquiries), the tribunal had ordered the claimant “to conduct a ‘further comprehensive search’ for documents evidencing payment to any official or employee of the Government since 1994 and to ‘report on the actions taken in conducting the search’.”

The Metal-Tech tribunal ultimately found that the claimant was unable to give any indication of bona fide performance of the consulting contracts. Given the substantial amounts paid (more than US$ 4 million, representing 20 per cent of the contract value), the so-called consultants’ utter lack of qualifications to execute the technical services described in the contract, as well as their influential government connections (one consultant was the brother of the prime minister), the tribunal concluded that at least some of the consulting contracts were in fact contracts for corruption. The claimant’s investment therefore did not qualify for protection under the treaty, as it had been made in violation of Uzbek bribery laws.

While Metal-Tech is not a purely sua sponte case in that Uzbekistan had already raised a corruption defence, the Metal-Tech tribunal set a striking precedent of sua sponte factual investigation of corruption. With a less proactive tribunal, or one less willing to connect the dots of circumstantial evidence, the claimant’s sketchy consulting agreements might well have slipped under the radar and the outcome might have been radically different.

Recently, another investment-treaty tribunal has followed the Metal-Tech tribunal’s approach, issuing a procedural order seeking further evidence before ruling on new allegations of corruption by the respondent state. It is too early to say whether this approach represents a new trend in arbitration, but it is unquestionably a promising sign.

2 Unsubstantiated Allegations of Bribery “Tainting” the Proceedings
In stark contrast to the Metal-Tech case – which so far appears to stand virtually alone as a case where the tribunal actively pursued a factual investigation and requested additional evidence – there are a number of cases in which the tribunal seems to have made a point of avoiding ruling on corruption, instead dismissing the claims on unrelated grounds. (162) For instance, in one unpublished award known to the authors, the tribunal, stating that it “has no powers of making its own enquiries and depends on the evidence produced to it by the Parties”, explicitly left the respondent’s allegation of corruption undecided; instead, the tribunal held the claimant’s consulting fees to be excessive and reduced them below the amount already paid, which effectively resulted in a dismissal of the claims. (163)

This approach is sometimes troubling. The question lurking in the background in such cases is indeed whether “unresolved” corruption allegations unduly influence the tribunal’s deliberations. It has been suggested that:

“In reality, many arbitrators will allow corruption allegations to colour their judgment without actually stating that that is the case, chiefly due to the evidential difficulties faced if they were explicit in their views.” (164)

F-W Oil Interests v. Trinidad and Tobago is another case where the tribunal seems to have thrown up its hands at the parties’ poorly pleaded corruption allegations and to have been relieved to be able to rule on another basis. (165) In that case, the claimant ultimately withdrew its allegations of bribery, “under pointed questioning from the Tribunal itself as to whether there was any real evidence to sustain allegations of that breadth and gravity”, (166) and the respondent ultimately did not pursue its own vague accusations. With the bribery allegations withdrawn, the tribunal was able to rule on other grounds (dismissing the claimant’s claims). (167) The tribunal clearly took the allegations seriously, but it held a questionably narrow view of its own powers:

“The Tribunal was naturally much concerned from the outset about how these allegations and cross-allegations should be dealt with in its findings, not merely because of their serious nature, but as much because it was faced with the problems inherent in investment arbitrations (by contrast with proceedings in a court of law): no evidence on oath, and no compellability of witnesses.” (168)

Yet like the Metal-Tech tribunal, the FWO tribunal was constituted under the ICSID Convention and therefore had no less power to investigate.

There may be circumstances in which corruption allegations truly are not determinative of the case, and in such cases it seems perfectly justifiable to rule on other grounds and leave the corruption question open. As the FWO tribunal correctly stated, “it is no part of the function of a Tribunal such as this to pass moral judgement on another Party, or indeed both Parties, but simply to decide on the validity of the claims brought, and on their legal consequences.” (169) On the other hand, the FWO tribunal also noted that, “if allegations of corruption had been made and had proved to be well founded, it would have had a most substantial effect on the view of the case taken by the Tribunal”. (170) If bribery, if proven, would have changed the outcome, then perhaps rather than encourage the claimant to withdraw its allegations, the tribunal could have sought further evidence – if only to fully satisfy itself that there was no evidence in support of such allegations.

Another troubling situation occurs where a party does not openly plead corruption, but merely hints at it, apparently in the hope of “tainting” the tribunal’s mind. (171) In his separate opinion in International Thunderbird Gaming v. Mexico, the late Professor Thomas Wälde rightly condemned this practice as “a poisonous way to conduct litigation”. (172) Namely, he criticized Mexico’s unsubstantiated insinuations of bribery concerning success fees paid to the claimant’s “lawyer-lobbyists” in connection with the obtaining of a favourable government opinion, which he considered a ploy to try to sway the tribunal. (173) Unusually, the effect of the alleged corruption did not go to the legality of the contract or to the jurisdiction of the tribunal, but rather to the legitimacy of the claimant’s expectations with regard to its investment. Although the majority dismissed the claimant’s claims on grounds unrelated to corruption, alluding only obliquely to Mexico’s insinuations, Wälde suggested that unspoken effects of the veiled accusations against the claimant could perhaps be seen in an unusual costs award, allocating three quarters of both the arbitration costs and the respondent’s legal costs to the claimant. (174)

Wälde is to be commended for addressing the corruption issue head-on in his separate opinion, but one wonders nonetheless whether he – together with his fellow arbitrators – might have done more to address the issue during the proceedings. Wälde stated that he “advocated throughout this procedure for pressure under the – limited – powers of the tribunal” to get the “key players” to appear and testify, but to no avail. (175) It is not clear how he exerted those powers, however, or whether, like the FWO tribunal, he and his co-arbitrators underestimated the investigatory powers accorded to the tribunal under the applicable rules and law (in this case, the UNCITRAL Rules and the FAA). Additionally, considering that Mexico bore the burden of proof on any corruption defence, Wälde drew a negative inference as to the strength of Mexico’s case on corruption from its failure to present the relevant officials as witnesses; this was a valid use of adverse inferences, but it is unclear whether he communicated to the parties his intention to draw such an inference.

In a situation like Thunderbird, where the insinuated corruption would not render the contract void or deprive the tribunal of jurisdiction, the tribunal does not have the same public policy...
justification for raising or investigating corruption *sua sponte* as in the *Lagergren Case* or *Metal-Tech v. Uzbekistan*. Thus, if corruption would not be determinative of the claims at issue if proved and proved, (176) or if the suggestions are not strong or supported by a number of red flags, and (177) decisive of the legal claims, the tribunal should bring the issue out into the open and use its powers to further investigate whether these insinuations had any basis, even if it ultimately decides on other grounds.

As one commentator puts it,

“Although the exercise by arbitrators of their power to call for evidence on undeveloped issues can be seen as an activist or intrusive exercise with respect to the ordinary operation of the burden of proof, in another sense, where the issue risks to simmer and to affect the arbitrators' award, raising it gives control back to the parties. Where arbitrators are silent or passive, they retain to themselves the secret keys to decision-making, and in that way they disempower the parties.” (177)

In short, both as a public policy matter and to protect the arbitral process, where parties' accusations of corruption set off alarm bells and can be decisive of the legal claims, the tribunal should at least consider putting its ex officio investigative powers to use.

### V How to investigate? Practical points for *sua sponte* corruption enquiries

Once sufficient red flags of corruption have been raised, the question is what the tribunal can and should do on its own initiative in order to move from a strong suspicion of corruption to corruption as a sufficiently proven fact. This involves (1) gathering evidence, and (2) assessing the evidence.

#### 1 Gathering Evidence

While arbitral tribunals admittedly do not have the powers to compel that state courts do, the discovery tools available to arbitral tribunals should not be underestimated. As mentioned in Sect. III.2.b above, under most institutional arbitration rules, the tribunal may request production of additional documents, witness evidence and expert evidence. (178)

In the typical case of suspicions over an intermediary arrangement, the tribunal would want to seek further documentary and testimonial evidence including details about:

- the services provided, including as against the services set out in the contract;
- the intermediary's qualifications to carry out the alleged services;
- the intermediary's personal relationships with relevant public officials; and even
- whether any criminal investigation or proceedings have been initiated by domestic authorities.

Under certain arbitration laws, the domestic courts at the seat of arbitration may be available to assist the tribunal in compelling the production of evidence, in the event a party or witness refuses to comply. (179) For instance, Art. 184(2) of the Swiss Private International Law Act (PILA) provides that “[i]f the assistance of state judiciary authorities is necessary for the taking of evidence, the arbitral tribunal or a party with the consent of the arbitral tribunal, may request the assistance of the state judge at the seat of the arbitral tribunal”. (180) This includes situations "where a witness is expected to refuse to appear to give oral evidence, or refuses to appear due to apparent logistical obstacles". (181) This implies that the evidence (documents or witnesses) are located at the seat of the arbitration. Approaching foreign courts is more difficult; some national arbitration laws permit court assistance of foreign arbitral tribunals, but this is by no means a uniform rule. For instance, the English Arbitration Act 1996 provides for the possibility of court assistance in securing the attendance of witnesses to arbitral tribunals seated outside of the United Kingdom (subject to the court’s discretion as to the appropriateness of such support), (182) as does the German arbitration law, (183) while the Swiss PILA is limited by its terms to tribunals seated in Switzerland. (184) Meanwhile, US law provides that the district court where "a person resides or is found may order him to give his testimony or statement or to produce a document or other thing for use in a proceeding in a foreign or international tribunal", but there is disagreement about whether the statute applies to arbitral tribunals. (185) Finally, where evidence is located abroad, it may, in theory, be possible to apply to the courts at the seat of arbitration for assistance in obtaining international judicial assistance from the foreign jurisdiction pursuant to the Hague Convention on the Taking of Evidence Abroad in Civil or Commercial Matters of 18 March 1970; this is the case in Switzerland. (186) However, the international judicial assistance system is slow and rarely resorted to by arbitral tribunals in practice. (187)

Ultimately, even without subpoena support from state courts, the tribunal can bolster the effectiveness of its own evidence requests with a clear warning as to the adverse inferences that may be drawn if a party fails or is unable to comply (discussed further in the next section). (188) This should provide a powerful incentive for parties to comply with the tribunal's requests. (189)
Additionally, if there happen to be parallel criminal proceedings or investigations, the tribunal may request evidence gathered in those proceedings insofar as it can be disclosed. (190) The tribunal may even consider staying the arbitration while criminal proceedings are pending. (191)

One problem that may arise in gathering evidence is how to deal with the personal safety of witnesses called to give evidence of corruption; potential witnesses may refuse to testify, claiming that it would put them in danger, which may be true. (192) The arbitral tribunals may provide assistance with discovery and provisional measures, ensuring witness protection in their home state (often far from the seat) is much more difficult for tribunals. Claims of personal endangerment should certainly be given careful consideration before the tribunal makes an adverse inference based on the failure by a party to put forward satisfactory testimony evidence. In Metal-Tech, the tribunal considered such concerns “not convincing”, observing that they could have arranged for the witnesses’ protection. (193) There are indeed instances where international tribunals have taken measures to ensure the protection of at least the “whistle blowers” of illegal activity, including strong restriction on the disclosure of the witness’s identity. (194)

Another difficulty in gathering testimonial evidence occurs where witnesses may be entitled under the law of the seat to refuse to give evidence. In Switzerland, for instance, parties and third parties are justified in refusing to testify under various circumstances; by way of example, third parties cannot be forced to give evidence if one of the parties to the dispute is their spouse, parent, child or other “close associate” as defined by statute or if testifying would expose themselves or a “close associate” to criminal or civil liability. (195) In such cases, the court cannot properly make an adverse inference from the witness’s exercise of his or her personal right not to testify, (196) and by extension, neither should the arbitral tribunal. In Switzerland, arbitral tribunals indeed often notify the witnesses of their right not to testify on certain matters at the outset. (197)

Lastly, in the case of institutional arbitrations, the tribunal should remember that it can also turn to the administering institution for practical advice on dealing with suspicions of corruption. The ICC International Court of Arbitration, for instance, has reported that the Court “has on several occasions been asked by arbitrators to share its experience of cases in which corruption has been at issue and discuss the practices followed when it has been confronted with such issues”. (198) The deep institutional experience at such organizations can provide useful guidance.

2 Evaluating the Evidence

The typical lack of direct evidence to substantiate corruption is perhaps the most significant challenge in ruling on corruption. Instead, tribunals must rely on circumstantial evidence, (199) that is, “evidence based on inference and not on personal knowledge or observation”. (200) In French, this is often referred to as the “faiseau d’indices”. (201)

That circumstantial evidence may be used to prove corruption (or any other claim, for that matter) is widely accepted in theory. (202) In practice, however, tribunals rarely find that the available circumstantial evidence suffices to prove corruption. (203) Indeed, even in one of the main cases cited for the proposition that circumstantial evidence may be used, the tribunal did not actually hold that corruption was proved. (204) This suggests that, in spite of lip service paid to circumstantial evidence, tribunals may not be trusting themselves to rely on logical inferences.

There is also uncertainty and inconsistency about the standard and burden of proof to be applied. Some tribunals require a heightened standard of proof, such as “clear and convincing evidence” or even “beyond a reasonable doubt”, while others apply the regular standard of “preponderance of evidence” (i.e., more likely than not). (205) This in itself may discourage arbitrators from raising the issue sua sponte or investigating even where an allegation is made and some red flags are present.

Tribunals and commentators are also split on the related issue of burden of proof: some advocate shifting the burden of proof to the party denying corruption to show that it did not commit corruption, while many find such a burden-shifting scheme to be improper, which appears to be the right approach. (206)

The peculiarity of a sua sponte enquiry, where the parties are not making allegations, is that there can be no pre-determined burden of proof. A sua sponte initiative by the tribunal can thus be said to upset the normal burden of proof, under which each party must prove the facts on which it relies. (207) The few known tribunals that of corruption sua sponte have in fact not articulated classic standards or burdens of proof. In the Lagergren Case, Judge Lagergren merely stated that corruption was, “in [his] judgment, plainly established from the evidence”. (208) In Metal-Tech v. Uzbekistan, having concluded that the “factual matrix” did not require the Tribunal to resort to presumptions or rules of burden of proof where the evidence of the payments came from the Claimant and the tribunal itself sought further evidence of the nature and purpose of such payments”, the tribunal considered that corruption had to be established with “reasonable certainty”. (209) While these standards of “plainly established” and “reasonable certainty” are somewhat hard to place on the common-law scale of standards of proof – they may be more easily compared to the civil law standard of the “intime conviction du juge”, or the judge’s “intimate conviction”, which applies to all types of claims – they are notably not heightened standards like those of clear and
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VI Conclusion
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It would be tempting to see an evolution from an “eyes shut” approach to “zero tolerance”,
but the available case law suggests a disconnect between commentary and arbitral
practice, at least with regard to sua sponte corruption enquiries. Certainly there have been
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investigating suspicions of corruption sua sponte are extremely few. Time will tell whether this
is bound to change.
In a world that increasingly condemns corruption, arbitral tribunals can do their modest part
to combat corruption by stepping up their alertness to red flags that may indicate unsavory
behavior and taking the initiative to follow up with requests for evidence and explanations. This is indeed a delicate exercise, but not an impossible one if arbitrators bear in mind certain key principles regarding *sua sponte* corruption enquiries:

- The issue of corruption and thus the enquiry should be directly relevant to resolution of the legal claims, to avoid ruling *ultra petita*.
- The enquiry should be justified on the basis of red flags or other evidence, not mere vague suspicion, to avoid accusations of partiality.
- The tribunal must be conscientious about communicating with the parties and giving them a chance to address the issue by producing evidence and making submissions, so as to guarantee their due process right to be heard.
- The tribunal should avail itself of the full range of fact-finding tools available to it under the applicable arbitration rules and law.
- Finally, the tribunal should apply the normal preponderance standard of proof for civil claims and should not be afraid to draw reasonable, logical inferences from circumstantial evidence or the parties’ failure to produce evidence that should be within their control.

Arbitrators should also find comfort in the fact that a proactive approach is now largely advocated and even expected, particularly as the arbitral process comes under ever-greater scrutiny as a tool to resolve international disputes.
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